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AFFINITIES OF RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY.

intercourse, between the human mind and the glorious
even now, no incipient communings
No aspirations
of your spirits with the Infinite Being
Are there no
after a greater good than nature yields
Deity

Are there

means of securing the favour of the All-Sufficient, and so
of looking forwards to the immortality which awaits you,

something better than vague hopes; with rational
joy and confidence
There are such provisions, made by the Being of su
therefore ac
preme goodness on behalf of rational and
She
countable creatures.
Christianity presents them.
with

and hap
opens a portal into the palace of undying purity
piness, and she invites you to enter.
Astronomers, geologists, and microscopic observers
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extensive, and
conceptions of the Deity ; from their deep,
Can they gaze at
accurate acquaintance with his works.
the wondrous mechanism with which they are familiar;
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and
on the greatest scale and with infallible certainty;
and affectionate thoughts of the
yet cherish no admiring
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past conditions of
and the appropriate
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places which they fill in
and you show us many species, of which millions of the
individuals do not weigh a grain: and does not this im
of skepticism with respect
press upon you the weakness
to the doctrines of a Divine Redemption, as if they gave
to mankind too much importance in the view of the
Your science carries you back to peri
Almighty God'!
ods of past time, the review of which is overwhelming to

